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Sonic vs knuckles flash game

Knuckles is not himself! He attacked Sonic and this spurs on a brand new Sonic the Hedgehog adventure featuring your favorite hedgehog in some very well-designed, classic sonic steps. All the spinning and tumbling of the original Sonic the Hedgehog for Sega can be found in this great remake of Sonic's fan versus Knuckles. Played
6819690 times Sonic VS. Knuckles is a 2D platform game where you play as Sonic across three levels. It was made by Wayne, a NewGrounds user, and was uploaded to that website in February 2011. Content[show] About the GameEdit In the main menu, the player can choose between three options available: the main game itself, the
credits and a password section. In the password section, the player must enter a password (there is only one) and after putting it correctly, it will be transported to what looks like an incomplete level (According to Waynne in the NewGrounds description of the game, it is an incomplete level of the unpublished alpha) The controls for this
game are different from your usual Sonic flash game. This game has the unique ability to jump wall. Here's the checklist: Arrows (left and right) - Move Down Arrow - Crouch Shift - Jump Ctrl - Clincher to wall Shift - Ctrl - Wall Jump Mouse - Make selections in the main menu X - Exit some menu options S - Skip intro The main game itself
starts with an intro. Knuckles is seen sliding through the air, and descends. He then runs towards Sonic (who is seen resting on the ground) and throws a punch. The two stop for a moment before knuckles runs away with Sonic running after. In the main game, there is only one level available (with three games). The level is called Highway
Rush and uses Sonic Advance 3 Route 99 sprites. The first two parts are basic, while the last/third part is where the boss battle takes place (against Knuckles). The game ends after Knuckles is defeated and a note from the creator saying that he ran out of space and the game had to end there, but that part 2 would come out in the future
(which, not yet released after 8 years) MusicEdit Intro and Main Menu: Sonic '06 - His instrumental world (remix) Credits and password level: Unknown Highway Rush: Unknown Trivia At some point in the second part of highway rush, Tails can be seen sitting on the edge of an inaccessible platform with a rather sad face. . The only
password for the game is not digital or alphabetical (meaning that the password is not numbers and letters). Instead, it consists of Sonic character heads. The password is: Sonic in the first part Tails in the middle second/part Knuckles in the last section If done The player will be transported to the incomplete alpha stage. · Beating the
game makes a note from the creator pop up by saying that a sequel/part 2 will be made. It will include the completeing of the Alpha level, and continue the game (although it is still to be released and 8 years have passed since the release, making it possible that it was scrapped) External LinksEdit Play the game here: Knuckles is not
himself! He attacked Sonic and this spurs on a brand new Sonic the Hedgehog adventure featuring your favorite hedgehog in some very well-designed, classic sonic steps. All the spinning and tumbling of the original Sonic the Hedgehog for Sega can be found in this great remake of Sonic's fan versus Knuckles. Movement: arrow keys,
jump - Maj, stick to the wall - Ctrl Sonic is to jump, collecting the rings and try to come alive at the finish line. What happened to Knuckles? He attacks Sonic and a brand new adventure begins!. Knuckles is not himself! He attacked Sonic and this spurs on a brand new Sonic the Hedgehog adventure featuring your favorite hedgehog in
some very well-designed, classic sonic steps. All the spinning and tumbling of the original Sonic the Hedgehog for Sega can be found in this great fan remake. Arrows: Move - Shift: Jump - CTRL: Wall Jump - Down 'Shift: Spin How To Play Flash Games Newgrounds accounts are free and registered users see fewer ads! Level 1 (Highway
Rush) Song: Please, what is the name of the song of the credits and password of this game? Wayne replies: Well, the password is for a level is actually a design level with password Sonic, Tails, Knuckles. And I don't remember the soundtrack I was using at the time. It was keygen chip-tune from somewhere! :D What is the name of the
level 1 song? EDIT: @Wayne is that really the name of the song, because I can not find it Wayne answers: Penis Track 08! :D Adjust the size of the game screen 100% Reset Fact
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